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Abstract: Now a days OSN’s (Online Social Network) addiction of users towards the networks which has many 

users, group of people. News making event causes rise in user activity in OSN.Facebook is the widely used 

social network which is the interest of the malicious attackers. Huge financial and reputation loss caused by 

massive malicious activities in the OSN by sending spam messages, fake applications. Malicious activities 

caused by larger part of the fake Facebook accounts. In Facebook other user’s posts/reaction influence 

users.Anomalous behaviour of the corresponding account can be observed by the change in the behaviour and 

reaction. Anomalous activities in the image further classified by applying ensemble machine learning algorithm 

using decision tree .Data set on the features of the images used to detect the anomalous activities of the images 

of the Facebook. Change in the features of the images determine malicious activity in the image. 
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I. Introduction 
 Modern society is use OSN (Online Social Network) such as Facebook, twitter in all sphere of life. 

Among all the OSN’s Facebook is the widely used by the users. Number of active user s escalation is more as 

compared to other OSN.The number of Facebook users in 2008 was 100 million and 2017 it has reached to  

1968million and half of the Facebook users have 200 friends[2][21].Data theft, spreading fake news, spreading 

spam messages are the malicious activities occurs in the OSN’s like facebook.Anonymization, 

deanonymization,Sybilattack, social engineering attack ,spam, malware and botnets are the major issues of the 

Facebook. The various threats are explored by many researchers[3][6][21].serious economic and reputation loss 

caused by the use of malicious network usuage.Its a challenging task to figuring out the Sybil attack and 

compromised accounts. Facebook by themselves are doing  

 Research on new techniques to detect fake accounts and according to delete 30,000 fake accounts out 

of 1968 million accounts[7],that shows the detection rate ,they obtained in every negligible compared to total 

number of fake accounts[21]. 

 The Facebook pages are widely used by the politicians, celebreties.They have large amount of friends 

and followers. The post and the comment on other post helps to determine malicious users. The malicious users 

post effect the community to which the user is belong to. News making events also causes malicious activities 

on the account. Anamoly is the set of activities which are different from the normal activity. Personal 

information can be accessed using spam messages of a particularaccount. Account details of users can be theft 

by the cyber criminals by sending messages to the friend s, followers. Behaviour analysis and modelling of the 

user’s account various usersdetermine the malicious activities of the user account. The different information 

available in the Facebook is leading information, post information and lagging information according to 

Meire[21].The posts of the user is commented by the text emoji’s ,analysis of which determines the user 

behaviour in the OSN’s such as Facebook, twitter. Social influence analysis and malicious activities are inter 

related. Malicious users post effects on the community to which the user is belong to and in turn it effects on the 

social influence analysis. 

 A large amount of the dataset used by the analyser to detect anomalous activities. The data set can be 

collected using the Facebook graph API.To detect the anomalous activities in the images posted in the Facebook 

a large number of dataset is required. Taking features of the images into account dataset can be formed. The 

dataset is being applied to the images using different machine learning algorithms to determine the anomalous 

activities in the images. The accuracy of the anomalous detection depends on the data contain in the data set. If 

the data set is a large the accuracy percentage is more compared to the small dataset. 

This paper discuss about the algorithm and the methods used to determine the anomalous activity of the images 

posted in the Facebook. 
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II. Basic Concept and Model 
A.Basics of Machine Learning 

 Machine learning is the multidisciplinary research field  that spans multiple disciplines including 

computer science,statistic,psycology and brain science[28]..Imitating human learning concept is the main 

objective of the machine learning algorithms. Depending on the learning concept machine learning is divided 

into three types supervised, Agriculture,chemistry,cognitiveapplications, naturallanguage processing uses 

supervised learning algorithm to train applications, Unsupervised, rein enforcementlearning. Supervised 

learning in the training of ladled data to the algorithm to  makecomputer to be intelligent. Decisiontree, support 

vector machine algorithm, neural network are the algorithms used in the supervise model.Unlabled data used in 

the unsupervised miodel.Though data is unlabelled learning happens using clustering and auto encoder method. 

Learning in reinenforcement happen with the rewards and punishment of the algorithm technically it is the try-

and error method. 

 

B.Dataset 

 Dataset for the classier algorithms cane be formed using different techniques, truth data for the spam, 

fake profiles other malicious content. In this paper data set formation for the image processing to detect 

anomalous activities is required. Crowd sourcing method such human annotation, through service like Amazon 

mechanical Turk, annotation/coding by topic experts etc. are the third partyURL blacklist for 

phishing,malware,spam and other kind of malicious URLs[24].Large data sets containing human 

annotationcause scalability issue cannot be used tom identify the ground truth. Machine learning application on 

a small data set from a large sample of data set will determine the true positive affect which cannot be 

determined by the large set of the model. Small datasets may causes over fitting issue. Which will cause not 

produce the accurate result. That issue can also be addressed separately to get the accurate result from the 

algorithm. 

For the detection of the anomalous activities in the images posts in the Facebook data set can be formed by 

taking features of the images into account. The combination of the image features used for the formation of the 

dataset. Combination of the features used to form a large number of data set from the limited features of the 

dataset. The datasets applied continuously to the classifier algorithms to determine the anomalous activities in 

the images. The data set formed has to undergo through null value treatment. 

Base dataset is converted to the analytic dataset to being used by the model. Dataset has to undergo number of 

processes to find out analytic dataset. The processes are I. Null value treatment: Null values present in the 

column of the data set is being replaced by some other values. ii.outliertreatment: Presence of outlier in the 

dataset can bias the output of the dataset.so outlier treatment is required to get the proper result from the dataset. 

,iii.Garbage value treatment: garbage value can also  bias the result., to get accurate result from the dataset 

garbage value treatment is required. iv.univariateanalysis: Analysis of the single variable. Bivariate analysis: 

Analysis of two variable to get the output.. 

 

C.Models for anamoly detection 

To determine the anomalous images there are two models can be followed  

I. Baseline model  

II.  Benchmarking model. 

 Baseline model is the model which can be determined by using algorithm to the data set to get the 

required result for the algorithm. In case to detect anomalous activities in the image .Ensemble mechanism used 

on classifier algorithm such as decision tree. Ensemble mechanism is that in which multiple algorithms run at a 

time to get detect accurate anomalous activities. In this scenario ensemble model with decision tree is being 

used which is also called as Rain Forest algorithm. In this algorithm continuously decision tree applied to the 

classifier dataset formed by the features of the images. With each iteration result can be determined. The 

accuracy of the result of the always being verified. If the result is more accurate the machine learning algorithm 

then detectanomalousactives of the images .If the accuracy is not acceptable then Benchmarking model isused to 

determine the accurate anomalous activities. 

 Benchmarking model is the model which applied to the system when Baseline model marking model 

could not give accurate output. Bench marking model follow the algorithms such as SVM classifier algorithms, 

Naïve Bayes, Logisticregression, KNN classifier algorithm. The bench marking model will give nearly accurate 

result for the anamoly detection. 

 In bench marking model each time algorithm is used linearly distance of the element from the plane 

will remains same. The iteration takes place with each elements applying the classifier algorithms. If 

benchmarking model could not give the accurate result. 
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Boosting model is applied to the data set to get the accurate result .the boosting model applied algorithms in all 

prespective.It is applied to all combination of the dataset from dataset formed by taking characteristic of the 

images. Into account. Boosting model work on minus infinity to plus infinity.If the result is accurate during 

Baseline model then Boosting model is not applied to the data set, only baseline model is applied to the data set 

and benchmark model will verify the accuracy of the result obtained from the baseline model. 

 The above three models used to find the accuracy of the anamoly detection on images. In general these 

three models are used for dataset to determine malicious activities. 

 

D.ANN learning for anomaly detection of images 

 ANNs have the ability to learn and model non-linear and complex relationships, which is really 

important because in real-life, many of the relationships between inputs and outputs are non-linear as well as 

complex. After learning from the initial inputs and their relationships, it can infer unseen relationships on 

unseen data as well, thus making the model generalize and predict on unseen data. Unlike many other prediction 

techniques, ANN does not impose any restrictions on the input variables (like how they should be distributed). 

Additionally, many studies have shown that ANNs can better model heteroskedasticity i.e. data with high 

volatility and non-constant variance, given its ability to learn hidden relationships in the data without imposing 

any fixed relationships in the data.ANNs based models have some advantages on K-mean model which make 

them most suitable for certain problem like anomaly detection of images in OSN like Facebook. ANN algorithm 

can result more percentage of accuracy compared to other algorithms in detection of anomalous activities.  

 

III. Conclusion 

 Machine learning not only used in image processing, Natural language processing but it is included in 

each and every applications.OSN such as Facebook, twitter has affected by the malicious user. Detection of the 

anomalous activities in OSN is required.IN this paper determination of anomalous activities of images is being 

discussed ,How to prevent account form the Users who causes malicious activities. The type of data set need to 

use and the type of the model need to use to detect anamoly in images posted in Facebook account. 
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